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• Balancing SUTs 

– Motivation

– Steps involved in balancing SUTs

• Import use tables

– Motivation

– Different methods for construction 

• Using assumptions

• Using data sources

Presentation outline
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BALANCING SUTS
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SUTs are the integration and balancing tool that allow for the 
development of high quality national accounts statistics, by ensuring 
that, at the product level, supply equals demand. They enable the 
systematic and explicit consideration and confrontation of all disparate 
data sources underpinning National Accounts, in light of their 
completeness and quality

NB: Balancing GDP outside the SUT framework, by comparing total
GDP income, expenditure and output estimates, is problematic: 

• Adjustments may be made to the wrong aggregates as it is impossible to 
identify the source of imbalances

• No coherence at the detailed level between (e),(i), and (o) estimates 

• No coherence at the detailed level between CP and KP estimates

Balancing Supply and Use Tables: motivation
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1. Initial compilation of Supply table and Use table 

– By using  primary data sources, model-based estimates, assumptions, 
information from adjacent years

– Include the development of target values

2. Manual balancing

– By examining supply and use of each product and adjusting one or more 
entries so that the two sides are made (more) equal

3. Automatic balancing

– Remaining (small) differences are reconciled using mathematical 
procedures (e.g. RAS)

Steps involved in balancing SUTs
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• Develop initial (and hence unbalanced) estimates of :

– Output by product and industry (at basic prices)

– Use by product and industry at purchasers prices

– Valuation matrices by product and industry

– Import CIF by product and industry

• Develop target values for:

– Column totals of the Use Table (PP): intermediate consumption by industry, 
totals of final use categories (by product); total output by industry (from supply 
table)

– Row totals of the Use Table: Total use at BP (from supply table) + trade & 
transport margins + taxes-subs on products (by product)

• Establish predetermined values for certain components

– For very strong data, such as for example information on government 
consumption

• NB: The working level # of products/industries is often much larger 
than in the final published tables. 

Step 1. Compiling initial estimates
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Unbalanced SUTs with missing and inconsistent data, due to

• Lack of detailed source information

– For example, insufficient product detail in questions on intermediate 
consumption, or on secondary production, in establishment/enterprise 
surveys, or in administrative data

• Coverage differences between data sources

• Invalid assumptions/models

• Reporting errors by respondents

• Errors in calculations (e.g. in grossing up sample surveys)

• Inconsistencies in data collection systems (e.g. between 
NSO/Central Bank) 

• …

Step 1 results:
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• Balancing should be carried out simultaneously within the entire SUT system to 
ensure that for each product: 

Supply at purchasers’ prices = uses at purchasers’ prices  

(preferably also balancing current and constant prices simultaneously)

• To facilitate balancing, a ‘bridge column’ describing the differences between the 
target values and the unbalanced totals 

• Every difference shown in the ‘bridge column’ requires further investigation, with 
(obviously) large inconsistencies requiring more attention than smaller ones. 

• Examples of checks to help understand the causes for discrepancies: 

– Check input-output  ratios or consumption patterns for plausibility, 

– Examine changes over time for large & unexplained movements

– Review price  information for inconsistencies (e.g. prices indices of products and price indices of its main use 
categories)

• After examining underlying source data and methodologies, discussions with subject 
area experts (and in some cases re-contacting survey respondents), adapt data 
manually to reduce differences between supply and use .

– NB: THIS MAY INCLUDE CHANGES TO THE TARGET VALUES OR PREDETERMINED VALUES

Step 2. Manual balancing
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Manual balancing example 1: garments (1)
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Unbalanced Supply and Use



Manual balancing example 1: garments (2)
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• Compiler identifies which cells reflect stronger data 
sources, and which entries can be adjusted. For example: 

– Strong sources in this case as identified by compiler: 

• Imports and exports; Taxes and subsidies; GFC and NPISH; GFCF;  Changes 
in inventories

– Weak sources in this case as identified by compiler:

• HHFC. There were issues with survey coverage, resulting in overestimation. 
Hence, the compiler decided to reduce  HHFC with 4%.

• Domestic production: the survey was conducted 3 years ago, and was limited 
in its sampling of the types of enterprises that produce garments. Hence, the 
compiler decided that domestic production becomes a balancing item.



Manual balancing example 1: garments (3)
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Supply and Use are now balanced



Manual balancing example 2: advertising 

services (1)
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Unbalanced Supply and Use



Manual balancing example 2: advertising 

services (2)
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• Compiler identifies which cells reflect stronger data 
sources, and which entries can be adjusted. For example: 

– HHFC. There is an inconsistency between the value of product 
taxes (VAT), which is paid by households, and household 
consumption. Knowing that VAT in this case is 10%, the 
compiler can therefore estimate HHFC from the value of product 
taxes. 

• NB: this assumes that a) no business are VAT exempt (in which case and b)  
limited informality 

– Advertising services are typically purchased by enterprises 
(much less so by governments). Intermediate use is used as 
balancing item. 

– (NB note that this assumes that 



Manual balancing example 2: advertising 

services (3)
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Supply and Use are now balanced



• When after manual balancing, discrepancies between supply & use 
and their target values are sufficiently small, automatic balancing 
procedures may be used to mathematically resolve any remaining 
discrepancies. 

• Various techniques have been developed. One example is RAS, an 
iterative bi-proportional scaling method

• Iteratively scale cells to column totals (vertical balancing) and row 
totals (horizontal balancing), excluding any predetermined values

• Vertical balancing:

– (Target value - sum of predetermined values) / (original total - sum of 
predetermined values)

• Horizontal balancing:

– (Supply at purchasers’ prices - sum of predetermined values) / (original total -
sum of predetermined values)

Step 3. Automatic balancing
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RAS: A simple example (1)
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d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.0 8.0 3.0 16.0 19.0

b 6.0 8.0 9.0 23.0 21.0

c 8.0 5.0 5.0 18.0 20.0

Current sum 19.0 21.0 17.0

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.9 9.5 3.6 19.0 19.0

b 5.5 7.3 8.2 21.0 21.0

c 8.9 5.6 5.6 20.0 20.0

Current sum 20.3 22.4 17.3

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.8 10.2 3.3 19.3 19.0

b 5.4 7.8 7.6 20.8 21.0

c 8.8 6.0 5.1 19.8 20.0

Current sum 20.3 22.4 17.3

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.7 10.0 3.2 19.0 19.0

b 5.4 7.9 7.6 21.0 21.0

c 8.8 6.0 5.2 20.0 20.0

Current sum 20.0 23.9 16.0

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.7 10.0 3.2 19.0 19.0

b 5.4 7.9 7.6 21.0 21.0

c 8.8 6.0 5.2 20.0 20.0

Current sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

iteration 4) Align matrix content (green) with the desired totals of rows  using the proportional 

method (e.g. for cell a/d in the topleft corner, we calculate (5.7 / 20.0)*20)

=> now, the current sums of the rows and columns in the matrix are equal to the desired sums (at 

1 digit). No more iterations are needed.

Original matrix (in green) with its current sums of all columns and sums of all rows, with the new 

desired (in blue) sums of all columns and sums of all rows

iteration 1) Align matrix content (green) with the desired totals of columns  using the proportional 

method (e.g. for cell a/d in the topleft corner, we calculate (5 / 16)*19)

iteration 2) Align matrix content (green) with the desired totals of rows  using the proportional 

method (e.g. for cell a/d in the topleft corner, we calculate (5.9 / 20.3)*20)

iteration 3) Align matrix content (green) with the desired totals of columns  using the proportional 

method (e.g. for cell a/d in the topleft corner, we calculate (5.8 / 19.3)*19)



RAS: A simple example (2)
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d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.0 8.0 3.0 16.0 19.0

b 6.0 8.0 9.0 23.0 21.0

c 8.0 5.0 5.0 18.0 20.0

Current sum 19.0 21.0 17.0

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.9 9.5 3.6 19.0 19.0

b 5.5 7.3 8.2 21.0 21.0

c 8.9 5.6 5.6 20.0 20.0

Current sum 20.3 22.4 17.3

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.8 10.2 3.3 19.3 19.0

b 5.4 7.8 7.6 20.8 21.0

c 8.8 6.0 5.1 19.8 20.0

Current sum 20.3 22.4 17.3

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.7 10.0 3.2 19.0 19.0

b 5.4 7.9 7.6 21.0 21.0

c 8.8 6.0 5.2 20.0 20.0

Current sum 20.0 23.9 16.0

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

d e f Current sum DESIRED sum

a 5.7 10.0 3.2 19.0 19.0

b 5.4 7.9 7.6 21.0 21.0

c 8.8 6.0 5.2 20.0 20.0

Current sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

DESIRED sum 20.0 24.0 16.0

iteration 4) Align matrix content (green) with the desired totals of rows  using the proportional 

method (e.g. for cell a/d in the topleft corner, we calculate (5.7 / 20.0)*20)

=> now, the current sums of the rows and columns in the matrix are equal to the desired sums (at 

1 digit). No more iterations are needed.

Original matrix (in green) with its current sums of all columns and sums of all rows, with the new 

desired (in blue) sums of all columns and sums of all rows

iteration 1) Align matrix content (green) with the desired totals of columns  using the proportional 

method (e.g. for cell a/d in the topleft corner, we calculate (5 / 16)*19)

iteration 2) Align matrix content (green) with the desired totals of rows  using the proportional 

method (e.g. for cell a/d in the topleft corner, we calculate (5.9 / 20.3)*20)

iteration 3) Align matrix content (green) with the desired totals of columns  using the proportional 

method (e.g. for cell a/d in the topleft corner, we calculate (5.8 / 19.3)*19)



• Automatic balancing: quick & easy 

– But! Not appropriate when differences at the product level are large

• Results can be biased because adjustments can be made to the wrong entries 
(there is no judgement of data quality involved)

• Manual balancing: lengthy & resource intensive

• Preferred and recommended approach

• Results, achieved via systematic confrontation of all collected data, and the 
use of justifiable assumptions and estimations based on expert judgement, 
are of much higher quality  

• Rule of thumb: 

• Continue manual balancing until row and column totals sum to within ±5% 
of the known correct targets before resorting to automatic balancing. 

Manual versus automatic balancing
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COMPILING IMPORT USE 
TABLES
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• Information on how imported products are used in an 
economy – as intermediate inputs, as capital goods, as final 
consumption etc – is vital for our understanding of global 
value chains (GVCs) (and the construction of TiVA)

– Including on how individual economies are embedded in GVCs, and 
contribute to and benefit from international trade

– The use of imported products may differ significantly from the use of 
domestically produced output 

• Therefore, the Total Use table should ideally be split into:

– A Domestic Use table:describes the use of domestic output by 
product and by using industries and final demand categories

– An Import Use Table: describes the use of imports by product and 
by using industries and final demand categories

• The split is typically made by developing import use tables and 
subtracting these from Total Use. 

Import use matrices
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• Import use tables can be produced via several methods; 
there is no single “ideal” approach

– the construction is country specific and depends on available 
data sources and other (human) resources

• However, it is not recommended to use methods 
that rely only on simplistic proportionality assumptions 
(potentially in combination with the UN BEC 
classifications), as the results can be highly misleading!

– Proportionality assumption: users have no specific preferences 
in whether a domestic or imported product is purchased

– BEC: the Broad Economic Categories classification, which 
provides a correspondence between products and their 
(theoretical) principal uses

•

Constructing import use matrices
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• Options:

– Use proportionality/BEC in combination with more 
detailed constraints derived from:
• Input-output surveys (incl. breakdowns of use by domestic/import 

origin), large company case studies/interviews, administrative 
sources (some countries require recording of counterpart VAT 
numbers of purchases), …

• Variety of combinations possible

– Use microdata linking of trade and business statistics: 

• Goods: customs information linked to the business register 
(‘Trade by Enterprise Characteristics’/ TEC)

• Services: Services trade survey linked to business register 
(‘Service Trade by Enterprise Characteristics’ / STEC)

Preferred alternatives for constructing 

import flow matrices
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• Customs data and business register (or census) can often be 
linked directly (same IDs) or indirectly by developing bridge 
tables (linkable IDs, e.g. via chamber of commerce numbers 
or other public company registries)

• Given that both sources are register based (full population), 
the share of non-linkable trade is often negligible

• Allows for the identification of which types of enterprises 
(which industries, but also: firm size, ownership) are engaged 
in trade (imports and exports), by product and partner 
country

• Note however: 

– Direct imports by enterprises can be immediately derived

– Indirect imports (through wholesalers) need to be further 
treated

Microdata linking
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• Linked trade-business statistics often identifies the wholesale 
industry as main importing/exporting industry

– Needs to be adjusted to match NA treatment of wholesale as margin 
producing industry

• Options for developing adjustments

– Using company structures (establishments <> enterprises <> enterprise 
groups) to link wholesale establishments to production establishments 
of the same company

– Use detailed information on the type of products that is imported > 
distribute proportionally using direct imports as key

– Use detailed information on the type of wholesaler > likewise distribute 
proportionally using direct imports as key

Microdata linking: adjustments for 

indirect imports 
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Contact: Fabienne.Fortanier@oecd.org

Thank you
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Economic Commission for Africa

www.uneca.org

Use table of imports



Economic Commission for Africa

www.uneca.org

Use table of imports (2/3)

• In most cases the compilation of imports matrix needs to be based 
on some realistic assumptions based on the character of imported 
products and indirect estimation methods

• From a theoretical point of view, the question arises as to whether 
imported products could be treated as fully homogeneous to 
domestically produced products. In this case, the user has no 
specific preferences whether a domestic or an imported product is 
purchased and the compilation of use table of imports is easy.

• However, in practice a proportional allocation of imports to the 
various uses could be misleading, as import shares of a particular 
product used by different industries and final users may be different.

– For example, steel industry uses a specific coal which may come 
only from imports, though there could be substantial production 
of coal in the country.  In such cases all imports of this specific 
coal should be allocated only to the steel industry
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Use table of imports (3/3)
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Suggested reading material

• Handbook on SUT: Compilation, Application, and 
Practices Relevant to Africa (Draft), UNECA

• Eurostat Manual of Supply, Use and Input-Output 
Tables, European Union (2008)

– Chapters 6 to 10


